
AM	


A  short question and guidance set for the 
first thing in the morning gets one off to a 
good start and helps evaluate if sleep is an 
issue.	


The last screen establishes goals for the 
day; at the end of the day one can see if 
the goals were met.	




Guidance	


Cooking	


Household Chores	


Guidance screens should be customized for the activities and learning style of the 
user.  The samples in this sample app are most likely too complicated, with too much 
text.  A coach who has authoring privileges or SymTrend support staff can modify 
this section. The user can participate in its design. The graphics to be uploaded must 
be .GIF or .JPG files (320 x 400 for phones, 768 x 944 for iPad). 	




Scheduling	


Money Management	


SymTrend has minimal scheduling functionality at 
this time.  A user can set Reminders online to be 
sent as a daily text message or email. This app 
reminds the user to review his/her schedule and to 
be flexible if schedule changes must occur.	


The app has a section for reporting 
spending each time it occurs during 
the day.  The final report can be 
programmed to track spending, 
even to the level of budget 
category.	




Time Management –	

Activities/Chores Completed  	


The user can keep track of time spent doing activities.  One of the initial menu 
selections takes you to this time management screen.  For each activity, the user can 
enter the minutes spent doing the task/activity selected on the initial screen; this can be 
completed multiple times/day.  The section ends with a self-evaluation of performance 
of the activity.	




Mood/Energy	


The mood/energy rating scores can be accessed as many times a day as the user wants or a coach 
recommends.  A list of stressors is included to aid analysis of the impact of things in the environment on 
mood.  A list of common physical signs of stress is included to enhance mindfulness and prevent meltdowns. 
We recommend three times/day (AM, mid-day, and at the end of the day). If the user selects the two more 
negative ratings, the guidance screen is displayed.  These guidance screens can be customized as well.	




Recording the money and time spent during the day can be done 
as it happens or at the end of the day.  The follow-up questions 
about what was purchased are only presented if the amount spent 
is greater than $0.  The follow-up time spent screens only appear 
for those activities selected. 	


Evening/Bedtime	


Money Management	

Time Management	




The final questions at the end of the day are for recording about worries and memory issues. Individuals with 
executive functioning problems may benefit from keeping track of memory slips.  If memory issues are 
particularly severe, the memory questions may need to be moved and answered multiple times a day.	


Evening/Bedtime Continued	




End of the Session	

Feedback Report	


At the end of every session, the user may enter 
comments or notes to remember.  The session ends 
with a reminder to set alarms if something has 
come up that needs a reminder (the user should 
use the calendar or alarm clock on the device, 
rather than using SymTrend for these reminders).	


SymTrend support staff can program a summary 
report that will appear at the end of each session. It 
computes summary data on the basis of data 
entered throughout the day and is updated after 
each session.	



